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a b s t r a c t

Conjoint analysis has played an important role in helping make a number of operations management
decisions including product and service design, supplier selection, and service operations capacity. Many
recent advances in this area have raised questions about the most appropriate form of conjoint analysis
for this research. We review recent developments in the literature and provide new evidence on how the
choice between ratings- and choice-based conjoint models might affect the estimates of customer
demand used in operations management models.

The biggest systematic difference between ratings-based (RB) and choice-based (CB) parameters is con-
sistent with the compatibility effect, i.e., some enriched attributes like brand name tend to be more
important in RB models and some comparable attributes like price are likely to be more important in
CB models. Still, there were reasonably small differences between choice- and ratings-based parameters.
Parameter similarity was also seen in the lack of differences both in the choice share validations when the
‘‘keep on shopping” alternative was not considered and in the profiles that were predicted to maximize
choice shares. This suggests that the two approaches will produce similar estimates of the relative impor-
tance of various attributes.

In spite of demonstrated success with each method, several reasons lead us to recommend the use of
hierarchical Bayesian choice-based conjoint models. First, the slightly higher individual hit rate valida-
tions give us greater confidence in predictive accuracy overall as well as an increased ability to target
individual customers. Additionally, the greater ease of modeling both changes in market size and compet-
itive reactions are attractive benefits of choice-based models.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many critical business decisions reside at the interface between
marketing and operations as these two functional areas attempt to
resolve the inherent tension between product differentiation and
operational complexity (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001). Cross func-
tional marketing-operations decisions include, but are not limited
to, product design (we use the word ‘‘product” to refer to products
and services, as well as their combinations), product line and port-
folio optimization, capacity planning, customer support manage-
ment, as well as volume and mix flexibility decisions. As the
economy is gaining a greater service focus, these integrated deci-
sions are becoming even more critical as they are most imperative
in dynamic service environments (Karmarkar, 1996). As a result in

many companies, a focus on processes, cross-functional teams, and
the need for speed are eroding traditional functional boundaries.
Similarly, academics (e.g., Karmarkar, 1996; Krishnan and Ulrich,
2001; Schmidt and Porteus, 2000; Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss,
2001) recognize the need for a broader problem focus. One of the
challenges of cross functional research is that in many cases it
needs to meet the publication standards of several base disciplines,
which requires one to keep up with the literature in multiple sub-
ject areas.

One of these areas of increasing cross-disciplinary interest is the
use of conjoint analysis in operations management research. Con-
joint analysis has been used in various business applications for al-
most 40 years. Many applications of conjoint analysis are of great
relevance to operations management scholars. Conjoint analysis
has been applied to inform product line decisions (Yano and Dob-
son, 1998) with an emphasis on platforms (Moore et al., 1999);
shared costs (Morgan et al., 2001); engineering constraints (Mic-
halek et al., 2005); and robust product design (Luo et al., 2005).
This research method also shed light on issues related to the timing
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of the next generation of high technology products (Kim and Srin-
ivasan, 2006). Additionally, conjoint analysis has been used to as-
sess tradeoffs and switching inertia associated with supplier
selection (Verma and Pullman, 1998; Li et al., 2006). Other applica-
tions have focused on optimal service design considering opera-
tional difficulty (Verma et al., 2001) and operations capacity
(Pullman and Moore, 1999; Goodale et al., 2003). Verma et al.
(2006, 2008), Ding et al. (2007) and Victorino et al. (2005) have ap-
plied conjoint models in not-for-profit, financial, and hospitality
service settings. Furthermore, an emerging emphasis on incorpo-
rating behavioral aspects into manufacturing and service opera-
tions models (Bendoly et al., 2006), portends future growth of
conjoint analysis and related approaches in the operations man-
agement literature. The importance of conjoint analysis to readers
the European Journal of Operational Research can be seen by a series
of articles applying conjoint analysis to such topics as e-commerce
(Butler et al., 2008), banking (Mankila, 2004), sales promotion de-
sign (Nair and Tarasewich, 2003), urban quality of life (Ülengin
et al., 2001), forecasting (Natter and Feurstein, 2002; Turksen
and Willson, 1995), product and product line design (Scholl et al.,
2005; Tarasewich and McMullen, 2001), and pricing (Day and Ven-
kataramanan, 2006; Green and Krieger, 1992).

Therefore, our purpose is to review recent developments and
provide new evidence on how the choice of different variants of
conjoint analysis might affect study results. In particular, we exam-
ine differences between ratings- and choice-based conjoint analy-
ses. Our intended audience includes operations management
researchers who want to use conjoint analysis in their papers to
measure customer utility or demand as part of their models as well
as marketers interested in performing conjoint analysis.

For many years, ratings-based (RB) conjoint analysis (where
respondents rate their preference for different product profiles
and individual-level attribute partworths are estimated with OLS
regression) was more popular than choice-based (CB) conjoint
analysis (where respondents make choices from a series of sets
of product profiles and more aggregate-level parameters are esti-
mated with logit or probit models). In the mid 1990’s hierarchical
Bayesian (HB) methods were introduced to both RB and CB con-
joint analyses, which allowed more accurate estimates of individ-
ual-level parameters with fewer observations (e.g., Allenby and
Lenk, 1994; Lenk et al., 1996). While HB methods benefited both
RB and CB approaches, the impact on CB methods was greater as
one was now able to estimate individual-level preferences, where
only segment- and aggregate-level estimates had been available
in the past. This new capability has shifted the preference of some
academics and consultants to CB methods. The existence of two
methods, both of which are able to capture individual-level prefer-
ences has led to questions about systematic differences in results
that one would get when using these different approaches and
which method should be used when attempting to design new
and improved products and services.

Researchers have long recognized several fundamental differ-
ences between RB and CB methodologies. For instance, greater task
similarity between choices and market behavior may lead to great-
er external validity (Elrod et al., 1992). Still, RB methods may be
just as successful due to their ability to mirror marketplace simpli-
fication (Huber, 1987). An individual choice task provides less
information than a ratings task but it may be easier for respon-
dents. While CB conjoint models produce choice probabilities di-
rectly, RB models use ad hoc rules, like maximum utility or share
of preference, to convert preference ratings into choice probabili-
ties. Even though these rules have long proven successful in the
marketing literature (e.g., Green et al., 1981) they can be seen as
arbitrary. Operationally, RB studies are easier to design and esti-
mate. Finally, the fact that preferences are not invariant across elic-
itation processes or contexts (e.g., Payne et al., 1992) may lead to

systematic differences in the parameters estimated with RB and
CB conjoint analyses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first we
present the background related to differences between ratings-
and choice-based models and outline some theoretical reasons
why the parameter estimates obtained from these two classes of
models may differ systematically. Next we provide an empirical
test where several models are estimated based on choice- vs. judg-
ment-based tasks and examine the differences in resulting coeffi-
cients and corresponding model fits. Finally, we summarize the
implications of our research as well as provide managerial guid-
ance regarding the choice between different estimation techniques
(OLS, Hierarchical Bayes, and latent segment) as well as choice elic-
itation methods (choice-based versus ratings-based tasks).

2. Background

2.1. Judgment versus choice

As their names imply, a fundamental difference between rat-
ings- and choice-based conjoint analyses is that the former uses
judgments (i.e., preference ratings) to elicit preferences while that
latter uses choices. Behavioral decision theorists have long com-
pared preferences elicited in different manners. Normative models
treat judgment and choice equivalently supporting the common
sense assumption that one should expect choices and judgments
to possess descriptive and procedural invariance. In conjoint anal-
ysis this means that if a person rated one profile higher than an-
other on a likelihood of purchase scale, that person would also
choose the first profile over the second in a choice task. However,
a large body of empirical evidence contradicts both descriptive and
procedural invariance (e.g., Payne et al., 1992). The common
assumption that preferences are often constructed rather than re-
vealed (e.g., Bettman et al., 1998) applies to conjoint tasks. While
subjects are familiar with the underlying attributes and levels,
preferences for specific profiles need to be constructed. When pref-
erences are constructed, the information and strategies are contin-
gent on tasks, contexts, and individual differences.

Different response modes, such as judgment and choice can
evoke different strategies. People may have ‘‘meta-goals” for each
decision such as maximizing accuracy or justifiability or minimiz-
ing effort, regret, or conflict (Bettman et al., 1998; Payne et al.,
1992). The simplest or best process for deciding which of several
alternatives is most preferred is not necessarily the simplest or
best process for determining one’s preference for each of the alter-
natives individually.

Tradeoffs between accuracy and effort suggest that in complex
situations respondents tend to focus on more important pieces of
information – either attributes (prominence effect) or attribute lev-
els (level focusing effect) – or on information that is easier to trans-
late into a decision (compatibility effect). If these simplification
strategies vary persistently across tasks, violation of procedural
and descriptive invariance would lead to systematic variation of
the parameter estimates obtained from choice- and ratings-based
tasks. We now discuss these three effects in more detail.

2.1.1. Prominence effect
Fischer et al. (1999) call the prominence effect, which is the ten-

dency to give more weight to the more important attributes in one
preference elicitation task than another, one of the strongest pref-
erence biases documented in the decision making literature.
Fischer and Hawkins (1993) found that the prominence effect
was greater for choices than ratings. However, others (e.g., Gold-
stein and Einhorn, 1987; Tversky et al., 1988) have found the
opposite.
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